IDAHO PEACE OFFICER STANDARDS & TRAINING
PROCEDURE
12.13 CANINE TEAM CERTIFICATION
A. General
IDAPA Rules 11.11.01.090 – 091 govern intended minimum standards of performance for the certification of
Idaho police canine teams. Nothing in this procedure is intended to limit the use of canine teams employed by
other states or federal agencies for law enforcement purposes, or the use of volunteer canine teams in which the
handler is not an Idaho peace, detention, correction, or adult probation and parole officer.
B. Definitions
A canine team is a specific person and a specific dog controlled by that person as its handler, formally assigned
by the appointing agency to perform law enforcement duties together.
Pace is a distance measuring approximately two (2) feet.
C. Areas of Certification offered by the Council
1. Patrol
2. Tracking/Trailing
3. Evidence Search
4. Controlled Substance Detection
5. Explosive Substance Detection
D. Training
1. A patrol canine handler shall have completed two hundred forty (240) hours of POST- approved canine
handler training, including:
a. Suspect search
b. Apprehension
c. Handler Protection
d. Obedience
e. Agility
2. A tracking/trailing, controlled substance detection or an explosive detection canine handler shall have
completed one hundred sixty (160) hours of POST-approved canine handler training, including:
a. Obedience
b. Odor recognition specific to the area the canine team is seeking certification in.
3. An evidence detection canine handler shall have completed forty (40) hours of POST- approved canine
handler training, including:
a. Obedience
b. Odor recognition specific to the area the canine team is seeking certification in.
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E. Patrol Dog Certification Test
1. The skills required for certification of a patrol canine team are:
a. Suspect Search
b. Apprehension
c. Handler protection; and
d. Obedience-agility.
2. If a canine team fails any one (1) of the four (4) required skills, all four (4) skills must be repeated and
successfully demonstrated during retesting.
3. Certification Testing Criteria
a. SUSPECT SEARCH-- Under direction and reasonable control, the dog must demonstrate the ability
to detect and audibly alert the handler to a hidden person in a structure or building and locate a
person in an outdoor open area. The handler must inform the evaluator of the manner in which the
canine alerts prior to the exercise beginning. In a structure or building of reasonable size with
multiple rooms and hiding places, the dog must demonstrate the ability to locate a hidden person and
audibly alert the handler. In an outdoor area with multiple hiding locations, the dog must
demonstrate the ability to locate a hidden person and audibly alert the handler.
b. APPREHENSION--Without Contact. While off leash and under direction of the handler, the dog
must pursue a person acting as a suspect without any physical contact. The canine team must begin
the exercise off leash from a predesignated starting point. While the handler controls the dog, the
evaluator will signal the “suspect” to visually present himself at a distance of at least thirty (30)
yards from the canine team. The handler must verbally challenge the “suspect” to stop. The
“suspect” will ignore the order and continue to flee. The handler must then release the dog in pursuit
of the “suspect” and tactically follow the dog, keeping the dog and “suspect” in full view. The
“suspect” will stop fleeing and stand still. As predetermined by the handler, the dog must either
return to the handler or stay and guard the “suspect.” During this exercise, the dog must not make
physical contact with the “suspect.”.
With Contact. While under control of the handler and with the dog off-leash, the dog must pursue
and apprehend a “suspect” with physical contact. The canine team must begin the exercise off leash
from a predesignated starting point. While the handler controls the dog, the evaluator will signal the
“suspect” to visually present himself at a distance of at least thirty (30) yards from the canine team.
The handler must verbally challenge the “suspect” to stop. The “suspect” will ignore the order and
continue to flee. The handler must then release the dog in pursuit of the “suspect” and tactically
follow the dog, keeping the dog and “suspect” in full view. The “suspect” will continue to flee. The
handler must send the dog to physically apprehend the “suspect” and the dog must hold the
“suspect” until called off (verbal only) by the handler.
c. HANDLER PROTECTION-- The dog must defend the handler during a physical attack on the
handler by a “suspect.” On verbal command from the handler, the dog must cease physical
apprehension of the assailant.
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d. OBEDIENCE-AGILITY-- The handler must control the dog during an obedience performance test.
Testing will be conducted using reasonable distractions that may be encountered during the
performance of law enforcement duties.
i. Heeling. The canine team must perform basic routine left, right, and about turns, both slow and
quick pace, on and off leash. Testing will consist of two (2) right turns, two (2) left turns, two (2)
about turns, and two (2) stop/sits, both on and off leash
ii. Down in Motion. With the team moving forward, the handler must “down” the dog on the
evaluator’s command and continue to move forward until the handler reaches a designated point.
At the evaluator’s command, the handler must recall the dog to the “heel” position by voice
and/or hand commands.
iii. Stay from a Distance. With the dog in a down-stay or a sit-stay position, the handler must face the
dog from a designated point. After the dog has remained for five (5) minutes, the handler must
return to the dog.
iv. Obstacle. From the heel position, and at least two (2) paces in front, the handler must command
the dog to jump the obstacle and to stay in a sit, stand, or down position on the other side of the
obstacle. The handler must inform the evaluator prior to the jump what position the dog will
assume. The handler must then proceed to the dog and command the dog to heel to complete the
exercise.
v. Gunfire Sureness Test (Off-Lead). The handler must heel his dog onto the test field. The handler
must stop, place his dog in a down or sit, draw a pistol and fire two (2) shots (blanks only). The
canine may show interest, but no aggression toward the handler or persons in the area or any
uncontrolled fleeing.
F. Tracking/Trailing Dog Certification Test
1. The dog must follow the trail of a person along a track that is four hundred (400) to six hundred (600)
paces in length, having two (2) turns and aged a minimum of fifteen (15) minutes. A cross-track will be
placed at some point along the third leg as a diversion. The dog must not be diverted from the original
track.
G. Evidence Search Dog Certification Test
1. The dog must locate two (2) well-scented, small items that the evaluator has hidden in an outdoor area.
The dog and the handler must be out of sight when the items are placed. The handler must direct the dog
to search systematically. The dog must indicate the location of these items as it encounters them.
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H. Detection Dog Certification Test
1. Detection dog teams must detect substances in residential and commercial buildings, private and
commercial vehicles, containers, and exterior open areas. During testing, substances will be hidden by
the evaluator, outside the knowledge of the handler. The dog must start the search at a point determined
by the handler.
a. Buildings. The building search will consist of an area designated by the evaluator that may vary in
size, location, or environment, but must consist of at least four (4) rooms. Substances may be hidden
high and low
b. Vehicles. The vehicle search will consist of at least four (4) vehicles which may vary in size,
location, or environment. The search must include the interior and exterior of the vehicles.
Substances may be hidden inside or on the outside of the vehicle.
c. Containers. This search will consist of at least six (6) containers. These pieces may vary in location
or environment
d. Exterior open areas. The exterior search will consist of an area in open air that may vary in size,
location, or environment, and may include buried substances.
2. Each handler must demonstrate the ability to control their dog throughout the certification.
3. The types and amounts of substance in each search will be at the discretion of the evaluator. Substances
must be set in place at least thirty (30) minutes prior to each test. Pseudo substances and/or
paraphernalia must not be used.
4. Controlled substances will consist of three (3) main areas. A drug detection dog must locate a total of
eight (8) finds consisting of the following:
i. Cocaine (hydrochloride) (two (2) grams or greater)
ii. Heroin and Opiate Derivatives (two (2) grams or greater
iii. Methamphetamine (two (2) grams or greater)
5. Optional substances may be tested at the handler’s request.
6. An explosive detection dog shall locate one (1) find of each of the following:
i.
ii.
iii.
iv.
v.
vi.
vii.
viii.

Black Powder/Time Fuse
Smokeless Powder
TNT
Dynamite
RDX
PETN/Det Cord
Ammonium Nitrate
Potassium Chlorate

7. Optional substances may be tested at the handler’s request.
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8. Testing Procedure
a. Prior to testing, the handler must give the evaluator information on the type of indication.
b. The evaluator will signal the start and finish of each test and will allow reasonable time for the team
to cover the area and indicate the location of the substance.
c. The handler must verbally indicate to the evaluator that he has a positive indication from his dog and
believes that the substance has been found and is in the immediate vicinity. Any false or incorrect
indication called by the handler is an automatic failure.
I. Testing Documentation
1. All testing must be documented on the official POST K-9 Certification
Form for the specific discipline tested.
2. If the K-9 team successfully passes the evaluation, it is the responsibility of the handler to mail or email
the appropriate paperwork to POST for processing.
3. If the K-9 team does not successfully pass the evaluation, it is the responsibility of the evaluator who
conducted the evaluation to mail or email the appropriate paperwork to POST for record keeping.
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